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VITRIFRIGO
DW70OCX2BTXIM single
freezer compartment with

ice maker 
        

   

Product price:  

1.695,53 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO DW70OCX2BTXIM Stainless Steel Single Drawer Freezer 

VITRIFRIGO DW70OCX2BTXIM Stainless Steel Single Drawer Freezer: an elegant and versatile
freezer for your motorhome

Refined and refined design

The VITRIFRIGO DW70OCX2BTXIM is a real design gem, capable of adding a touch of
elegance to your motorhome. Stainless steel, a material of high quality and resistance, gives the
freezer a modern and refined look. The clean lines and careful finishing make it an elegant and
discreet piece of furniture.

Capacity and versatility

Despite its compact size, the VITRIFRIGO DW70OCX2BTXIM offers a total capacity of 75 litres,
enough to comfortably store food and drinks for several days. The drawer structure provides easy
access to food and efficient space organisation. The bottom drawer is equipped with a grid
ventilation system, which ensures even air circulation and optimal refrigeration.

Technical specifications VITRIFRIGO DW70OCX2BTXIM:

Total capacity: 75 Lt
Net weight: 38 Kg
Power supply: 230Vac (115Vac optional)
Nominal consumption: 168W (115vac) - 140W (230Vac)
Total width: 666 mm
Total height: 475 mm
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Total depth: 599 mm

Its clean lines and careful finishing make it an elegant and discreet piece of furniture.

The drawer structure allows for efficient organisation of space and easy access to food.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revision by the manufacturer.

The VITRIFRIGO DW70OCX2BTXIM freezer is the ideal choice for anyone looking for a stylish,
versatile and reliable freezer for their motorhome.

VITRIFRIGO DW70OCX2BTXIM Stainless Steel Single Drawer Freezer: the perfect travel
companion for storing your frozen foods

The 75-liter capacity is enough to comfortably store food and drinks for several days.

Looking for a cockpit FREEZER with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the full
range VITRIFRIGO or other specialized brands.

The images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the
manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Input power (W): 12-24 Vdc
Length (mm):
Width (mm): 727
Height (mm): 599
Dry weight (Kg): 38
Product type: Drawer refrigerator
Colour: Stainless steel
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 35
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